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Secondary-electron yields and their dependence on the angle of incidence on stainless-steel
surfaces for three energetic ion beams

P. Thieberger,* A. L. Hanson, D. B. Steski, V. Zajic, S. Y. Zhang, and H. Ludewig
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York 11973

~Received 24 August 1999; published 15 March 2000!

Secondary-electron yields were investigated for 28-MeV protons, 126-MeV oxygen-ions, and 182-MeV
gold ions incident on 304 stainless-steel surfaces. The dependence on the incidence angle was studied in detail,
and a system was developed which allows accurate measurements to be performed over a wide angular range
extending to nearly grazing collisions. Electron yield estimates of interest for future accelerator applications are
developed for 1-GeV protons, and the possible mitigation of deleterious effects by using serrated rather than
flat surfaces is analyzed.

PACS number~s!: 79.20.Rf, 34.90.1q.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is considerable experimental information availa
for the yield of secondary electrons ejected following t
impact of a variety of ions on different solid surfaces a
also at the exit surfaces for ions penetrating thin targets.
field has been recently reviewed by several authors@1–4#.
There are relatively few measurements for energies la
than 1 MeV/amu and of these, most are performed at nor
incidence. Near grazing collisions are of particular imp
tance for the practical applications described below. They
also of interest for the understanding of the underlying p
nomena, since the yields~which become very large! are
known, at lower energies, to deviate markedly from pred
tions based on semiempirical theories.

The present experiments were motivated by the nee
evaluate~and eventually avoid or mitigate! deleterious ef-
fects of secondary electrons on ion accelerator performa
In particular,e-p instabilities could occur in the Spallatio
Neutron Source~SNS! now in the design stage, if large num
bers of electrons are generated through grazing collision
halo protons with the surfaces of the collimators, which
an essential part of the SNS ring design@5#. Also, loading
effects noticed at the Alternating Gradient Synchrotr
~AGS! Booster inflector when 1-MeV/amu gold beams a
injected are clearly due to secondary electrons. In fact, on
us ~S. Y. Zhang! recently performed measurements of th
effect @6# and arrived at preliminary yield estimates for gra
ing collisions of 1-MeV/amu gold ions with a stainless-ste
surface. There are very few other measurements of elec
yields for stainless steel~SS! in the literature, and only a
much lower energies~see, e.g., Ref.@7#!. This material was
chosen for the present work because of its importance for
accelerator applications and also because it allows on
largely avoid the issue of surface oxide layers drastica
influencing the results under realistic vacuum conditions.

For ion energies of interest here~.100 KeV/amu! almost
all of the electrons emitted into the vacuum following the i

*Author to whom correspondence should be addressed. Electr
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entrance into~or the exit from! a solid surface come from
within the solid. The production of these electrons can
described as a three-step process@2#. First the incoming ion
transfers energy to electrons in the solid at a rate given
(dE/dx)e the electronic stopping power, which for the ion
of interest here is by far the largest part of the total stopp
power ~see Table III below!. Second, the electrons scatt
and cascade, multiplying and diffusing through the so
The electrons emitted from the ion entrance surface
thought to be mainly due to soft collisions leading to low
energy electrons@8#. Finally, a small fraction of these low
energy electrons, mostly originating from an escape zone
surface layer, which, e.g., for carbon is typically;30 Å
thick @8#, manage to penetrate the surface potential bar
escaping into the vacuum. According to Ref.@8#, the diffu-
sion length of these low-energy electrons should mainly
pend on the target material and not so much on the proje
atomic number or velocity. Since the escape zone is so t
the electronic stopping power relevant for the escaping e
trons can be evaluated at the incident ion energy.

To the extent that the above picture is valid, one c
expect@9,10# the thick target backward yieldgB ~i.e., mean
number of electrons emitted backwards per incident ion! to
be

gB5LMbSS dE

dxD
e

cos21~u!, ~1!

where LM is a constant for a given material, andu is the
angle of incidence with respect to a line perpendicular to
surface.bS512bd is the partition factor for ‘‘soft’’ colli-
sions which describes the fraction of the projectile ene
lost directly to low-energy electrons, andbd is the fraction
lost in close collisions leading to the more energeticd elec-
trons. Thesed electrons are mostly forward directed and a
therefore thought to make a negligible contribution to t
backward yieldgB . Sternglass@11# had assumed an equipa
tition between both types of collisions for fast projectile
i.e., bS5bd50.5 which would lead to a Meckbach facto
@12# gF /gB52, wheregF is the forward yield. Experimenta
values of this ratio are usually smaller, e.g.,;1.2 for protons
of 0.02–9.5 MeV on carbon targets@10#.
ic
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P. THIEBERGERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 042901
Equation~1!, especially foru50°, holds fairly well for
protons over a wide energy range extending, e.g., from 0
to 7.5 MeV for carbon targets@13# and from 15 to 68 MeV
for an Al2O3 target@14#. Deviations which are encountere
for heavier ions both in yield at normal incidence and
angular dependence can be parametrized as follows@15,2#:

gB~u!5gB~0°!cos2 f~u!5CBLB
Z51S dE

dxD
e

cos2 f~u!,

~2!

where, by definition,CB51 for protons, andLB
Z51 is the

ratio gB
Z51(0°)/(dE/dx)e for protons at normal incidence

As mentioned above, for a given target material, this ra
has been found to be fairly constant over several order
magnitude in energy.LB

Z51 is therefore a parameter chara
teristic of each material. The ratiogB(0°)/(dE/dx)e for
other ions is usually smaller than for protons and such ‘‘d
cits’’ are reflected in values ofCB,1. Deviations from the
simple description summarized in Eq.~1! will thus be quan-
tified as values of the parametersCBÞ1 and f Þ1.

Several possible causes have been mentioned in the li
ture for values ofCB,1, i.e., for less efficient energy con
version into backscattered electrons for heavy ions as c
pared to protons@2,10#. One explanation is based on the fa
that, while traversing the thin escape zone, the ion usuall
far from the equilibrium charge state, and therefore the
fective value of (dE/dx)e will in general be different~usu-
ally smaller! than the bulk value. Such near-surface noneq
librium stopping-power effects have in fact been observ
with ions of equal velocities and different charge states@9#.

Describing the deviation from the 1/cos(u) behavior by a
factor f Þ1 in Eq. ~2! is a purely empirical approach@2#
which so far has proven to fit data fairly well for 0°,u
,80° ~see, e.g., Ref.@16#!. For angles close to 90°, obv
ously data must~and do! deviate even from this behavio
@16#. In general, deviations from the 1/cos(u) law can be
expected for increasing angles if the mean value (dE/dx)e
changes as increasingly long segments of the track c
close enough to the surface for electrons to escape. (dE/dx)e
may be changing significantly either by the gradual cha
equilibration mentioned above or as a consequence of en
loss of the ion.

Other possible reasons@2# for deviations from the
cos21(u) dependence have to do with the fact that the
trajectories will deviate from straight lines due to multip
scattering. At grazing angles some fraction of the ions w
scatter from the target, but this effect is more significan
lower ion energies. There is also the possibility that, in
cascade leading to the observed electrons, memory may
be totally lost of the initial angular correlations of scatter
electrons with respect to the direction of the incoming io

For the present experiments ions were selected w
charge states close to their equilibrium value for solid str
pers. The interpretation of the data should thus be somew
simplified by avoiding those of the above-mentioned com
cations which are related to rapidly changing charge sta
The ions utilized were protons and fully stripped oxygen
28 and 126 MeV, respectively~which, at the Brookhaven
04290
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Tandem, are close to the maximum achievable energies
these ions!, and 182 MeV gold with 31 electrons remove
This 182-MeV gold beam has the same energy and cha
state as the one utilized to inject the AGS Booster for
Brookhaven relativistic heavy ion program and for the Re
tivistic Heavy Ion Collider@17#.

The aim of the present work was to perform accur
electron yield and angular dependence measurements
ing at normal incidence and approaching grazing incide
as closely as possible, and to determine to what extent
use of serrated surfaces could suppress the large yields
acteristic of grazing collisions.

We describe the experimental arrangement in Sec. II
present the data and the result of least-square fits in Sec
Discussion of the flat-plate data and comparisons with ot
results are presented in Sec. IV, the serrated-plate results
prospects for higher energies are analyzed in Sec. V,
some conclusions are reached in Sec. VI.

II. EXPERIMENTAL ARRANGEMENT

Figure 1~a! is a schematic~not to scale! top view of the
experimental arrangement. The ion beam comes in from
left through two sets of collimating slitsS1 andS2 and a

FIG. 1. ~a! Schematic diagram of the experimental arrangeme
The horizontal scale is distorted. The distance a between the
S1 andS2 is 2031 mm, the distanceb betweenS2 and the center of
plateT is 622 mm, and the length of the plates is 305 mm. See
and Table I for details.~b! Perspective representation of the pla
assembly. PlateT is schematically shown as mounted on a lar
cylindrical insulator, the axis of which is the axis of rotation.
reality this plate was mounted on a stage with insulating adjustm
screws for the purpose of alignment. PlateA, shown at the bottom
removed from the assembly, was supported by the four small in
lating posts shown protruding from plateT.
1-2
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SECONDARY-ELECTRON YIELDS AND THEIR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 042901
fixed cleanup apertureC. It either hits the 305-mm-long tar
get plateT, or it continues through a 6.35-mm-high cent
slot @see Fig. 1~b!# to be measured in the Faraday cup FC
An anode plateA parallel toT is mounted at 25.4 mm from
T on insulating posts. This anode plate has three 9.5-m
high slots to allow the beam to either go through the slo
T or to hit the surface ofT above or below this slot depend
ing on the vertical position of the plate assembly. The an
A is also provided with a boxB designed to capture mos
electrons that may escape through the slots inA, while still
allowing the ion beam to get in for all anglesu.55° through
slots in the front of the box, and for angles around 50°, 4
20°, and 0° through the apertures in the side of the box
schematically indicated in Fig. 1~a!. These apertures, whic
are normally provided with covers, are selectively uncove
to obtain data at the desired angles.

The plate assembly is mounted on the center post o
vacuum chamber by means of insulating adjustable al
ment screws~not shown!. The vertical position of this pos
can be remotely controlled as well as the angleu which is
measured by means of a digital rotary angle encoder.
position of the target plateT is accurately adjusted so that th
axis of rotation is in the plane of the target and the top of
plate is level.

The target plate shown in Fig. 1~b! has two inserts, one o
which is flat and the other serrated. The idea was to comp
the yields from both types of surfaces in a single measu
ment. This was done, but the flat-plate data presented in
next section was obtained with a similar but entirely fl
plate without inserts. The reason for this is that the alignm
and flatness of the inserts were not good enough to a
accurate measurements for anglesu.89.5°. Thus, for the
final data, the plate with the inserts was only used to ob
yields from the serrated surface, for which the last few ten
of a degree are of less interest.

A Faraday cup FC1 can be introduced between
cleanup aperture and the plate assembly. For most mea
ments the anode plate was positively biased~200 V!, and the
electron current superimposed with the beam current
measured with an electrometer which was also used to m
sure currents in the two Faraday cups. Only for the pro
beams at anglesu,70° was it necessary instead to bias t
targetT negatively~2200 V!, and measure the electron cu
rent on the anodeA. For those points the electron yield b
comes much smaller than 1, and can no longer be accura
measured when added to the much larger beam current

The pressure in the chamber varied between abou
31026 and 531026 Torr during the measurements. Cons
tent results were obtained in spite of these variations indi
ing that for clean stainless steel surfaces and for a cle
cryo-pump-maintained vacuum the secondary electron yi
are not pressure sensitive in this range.

The physical dimensions most relevant for the flat-pl
measurements are defined and listed in Table I.

The last two quantities in Table I were computed us
the above given slit openingshs1 andhs2 and the distancesa
andb @see Fig. 1~a!#. The slits are adjustable and wider ope
ings were used for a number of preliminary measureme
The values shown here correspond to the data presente
04290
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the next section for the flat plate. For the less critical serra
plate measurements, slit settings were utilized which w
about twice as large as indicated in Table I. The correspo
ing full horizontal beam size and the horizontal angular be
spread for the serrated plate data are, respectively, 2.8
and60.05°.

One problem encountered when attempting precise e
tron yield measurements closer and closer to grazing i
dence angles is that, in spite of tight collimation and lo
plates, beyond a certain angle the beam spot size on
target will exceed the target length. For the present case
angle for which the beam spreads out over the entire len
of the plate isu589.73° as is easy to compute from th
values given in Table I. Unavoidable misalignments may
tually cause some of the beam to start missing the ta
surface at slightly smaller angles. Thus, to get closer to
one must devise a system that compensates for such loss
that allows appropriate corrections to be made.

When the beam goes through the slot in the target plaT
@see Fig. 1~a!# there should normally be no current measur
from this plate until, approaching angles close 90°, some
the beam will no longer go through. Portions of the beam
then intercepted by both the 12.7-mm-wide tab connect
the upper and lower portions of the plate at the left, and
the 12.7-mm-wide vertical bar mounted in contact with t
plate surface and covering the end of the slot at the right.
Faraday cup FC2 current is recorded as well as the p
signal. The plate signal is then subtracted from the sig
obtained for the same angle when the plate assembl
moved to the up or down positions where the target pl
intercepts the full beam. This difference is then a measur
the signal one would obtain solely from the fraction of t
beam hitting a length of plate equal to the open length of
slot. The Faraday cup FC2 current previously recorded c
responds precisely to that fraction of the beam, and there
the yield can be determined. Under these circumstances
useful part of the beam results from further collimation a
therefore the effective angular beam spread will in genera
even smaller than indicated in Table I.

The above-mentioned subtraction of plate signals is
fact carried out for all angles even though the subtrac
signal becomes negligible for anglesu,89.5°. Small spuri-
ous signals, such as those due to residual gas ionization
electrons originating from the slits, would thus be cancell

For the configuration shown in Fig. 1~a! i.e. positive bias

TABLE I. Physical dimensions for the flat-plate measuremen

Distancea between slitsS1 andS2 2031 mm
Distanceb betweenS2 and the center of rotation 622 mm
Total horizontal openinghS1 of slit S1 1.0 mm
Total horizontal openinghS2 of slit S2 0.88 mm
Total lengthL of the plateT 305 mm
LengthL8 of the open slot in plateT 279 mm
Height of the slot in plateT 6.35 mm
Flatness tolerance for plateT 60.025 mm
Full horizontal beam size at center of plates 1.46 mm
Horizontal angular beam spread 60.027° (61.68)
1-3
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P. THIEBERGERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 042901
applied to the anodeA and current measured from the targ
T, the measured yield at a given angleu is calculated as
follows:

gB~u!5qS I t2I t0

I 2
21D , ~3!

whereq is the charge state,I t is the target current measure
in the up or down position, andI t0 the target current mea
sured in the center position with a beam going through
slot, this beam being measured asI 2 in the Faraday cup FC2

When the yield is much smaller than 1, the signal fro
the electron current is swamped by the beam current and
accuracy of the measurement then requires the target t
biased negatively and the anode currents to be measure
stead of the target currents. Calling the anode currentsI a and
I a0 for the up or down and for the center positions, resp
tively, the yield for this configuration is then simply:

gB~u!5q
I a2I a0

I 2
. ~4!

This configuration was only to be used with anglesu,70°
for the proton data presented in the next section. A car
comparison of earlier data obtained for all angles~also for
oxygen and gold! showed a small but consistent difference
about 6% between results obtained with the two configu
tions consistent with 6% of the electrons from the tar
being lost and not collected by the anode. Thus a 6% cor
tion was applied to the five proton data points that had to
measured with the second configuration. The only other c
rection was an;8% upward adjustment of the three 0
yields required by unavoidable electron losses through
apertures through which the beam enters for this angle~see
Fig. 1.!. This electron loss was measured at 20° for each c
by comparing results obtained by covering and uncover
the 0° apertures. These losses for 0° and for 20° are expe
to be identical for all practical purposes.

For each configuration, signal as a function of bias w
measured and in both cases saturation was observed be
50 or 60 V. The data shown in the next section were obtai
with bias voltages of 200 V to ensure as nearly perfect c
lection as possible.

An optical telescope was used to align the slits and
plate assembly. This telescope was also used to zero
angle encoder with a precision of about 0.1°. To obtain
more accurate adjustment the ratios of beam currents in
and FC1 were plotted, and the zero intercept of a straight
drawn through these data determines the 90° angle wi
precision of about60.02°. An example of such a plot i
shown in Fig. 2.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The target material studied with these measurements
304 stainless steel. The density is 8.02 g/cm3 @18#. The com-
position of this material can vary slightly around typical va
ues@18#. The values adopted for the interpretation of the d
are listed in Table II. For Cr the specified concentration
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18–20%, and 19% was adopted. For Ni, 10% was adop
since the specified concentration is 8–12%. For Mn and
we adopted half the maximum values of 2% and 1%, resp
tively. C, P, and S all have concentrations of less than 0.1
and they were neglected. These small uncertainties in
composition will have negligible impact on the interpretati
of the data.

The ion beams used for these experiments are liste
Table III together with some of the quantities characteris
of their slowing down and their angular scattering in sta
less steel.

The stainless-steel electron yields as a function of in
dence angle obtained in these experiments for the three
beams listed above are tabulated in Table IV. The data w
obtained as described in Sec. II except that, for the flat pl
average yield values from the ‘‘up’’ and ‘‘down’’ position
are used. These yields should in principle be identical. T
use of these averages reduces random errors due, e.g
beam fluctuations and, to first order, eliminates a poss
systematic error due to small plate rotations coupled to
vertical displacements.

Least-square fits were performed for the flat-plate d
between 0° and 89° to obtain estimates of the paramete
Eq. ~2! in Sec. I. Figure 3 shows double logarithmic plots
the yields as functions of the cosine of the angles. Deviati
from the behavior described by Eq.~2! are seen as departure
from straight lines. The fits are quite good for most of t
angular range, and the deviations are discussed in the

FIG. 2. Example of the plots of Faraday cup currents and th
ratio as a function of angles close to 90° utilized to determine
zero for the angle encoder.

TABLE II. Composition of 304 stainless steel@18#.

Element
Composition of #304 SS

~% in weight!

Fe 69.5 6 4.5
Cr 19.0 6 1.0
Ni 10.0 6 2.0
Mn 1.0 6 1.0
Si 0.5 6 0.5
1-4
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TABLE III. Ion beams used and their interaction with stainless steel.

Ion
Proton
(1H)

Oxygen
(16O)

Gold
(197Au)

Energy~MeV! 28 126 182
Energy~MeV/amu! 28 7.9 0.92
Charge state 11 81 311

Electronic stopping power,SE (MeV cm2/mg) 0.01342 2.093 53.81
Elastic stopping power,SN (MeV cm2/mg) 5.831026 0.001 17 0.57
Linear energy transfer,~LET! ~MeV cm2/mg! 0.01342 2.094 54.38
SN /LET (%) 0.043 0.056 1.05
Range~mm! 1490 51.5 7.73
Mean-square scattering anglea for 1 mm ~°/mm! 0.22 0.54 0.98
aThis is the calculated mean-square scattering angle@19# after 1mm of material for the trajectory projecte
onto a plane containing the incoming trajectory. For small scattering angles their mean-square valu
scale approximately as the square root of the thickness.
u
th
as

os
rs

f the
section. The parameters resulting from this fitting proced
are listed in Table V. The tabulated uncertainties are
purely statistical standard deviations resulting from the le
square fitting procedure.
04290
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e
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Here the parametersLB , as defined before, are the rati
gB(0°)/SE where SE are the electronic stopping powe
listed in Table III. The coefficientsCB are the parametersLB
normalized to 1.0 for protons. They are thus a measure o
ms
TABLE IV. Secondary electron yields~electrons per ion! measured for proton, oxygen, and gold bea
incident on flat and serrated stainless-steel plates for different angles of incidenceu. Normal incidence
corresponds tou50°.

u
~degree!

28-MeV protons 126-MeV oxygen 182-MeV gold

Flat Serrated Flat Serrated Flat Serrated

0.00 0.14 0.21 17 24 209 351
20.00 0.14 0.37 18 36 223 578
40.00 0.18 0.66 22 46 275 537
50.00 0.23 0.40 27 18 325 251
60.00 0.32 0.40 33 17 410 255
70.00 0.47 0.43 49 19 598 265
75.00 0.65 0.53 62 20 751 270
80.00 0.96 0.92 93 21 1110 283
82.00 1.23 1.02 117 23 1339 279
84.00 1.73 1.20 150 25 1758 274
85.00 2.18 1.23 174 25 2118 303
86.00 2.92 1.36 218 25 2645 306
86.50 3.52 1.40 247 27 2965 309
87.00 4.18 1.59 282 27 3497 297
87.50 5.24 1.68 341 30 4282 363
88.00 6.86 1.84 422 30 5386 330
88.50 8.93 1.91 591 32 7269 337
89.00 13.68 1.96 967 36 10638 356
89.30 19.54 2.02 1460 42 13457 396
89.50 26.34 2.10 2210 47 16862 393
89.60 32.41 2.17 2696 51 19114 392
89.70 42.16 3387 23130
89.80 62.12 4479 26558
89.85 79.71 5537 30755
89.90 99.59 6112 32414
89.92 102.43 6461 32757
89.94 113.13 30539
89.96 147.81 28046
1-5
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P. THIEBERGERet al. PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 042901
so-called electron yield ‘‘deficit’’ with respect to the sim
plest predictions based on the proton results~see Sec. I!.

Figures 4, 5, and 6 show the data for the individual i
species. In each case the flat-plate results are compared
the serrated-plate results. These plots are linear in the a
of incidence. The lines joining the points for the serrate
plate data are for guiding the eye, and the lines for the
plate are calculated with Eq.~2! using the parameters liste
in Table V.

IV. DISCUSSION OF THE FLAT-PLATE DATA
AND COMPARISON WITH OTHER RESULTS

First we shall compare our proton results with the norm
incidence yields obtained by others for various materia
Table VI lists LB values together with the correspondin
beam energies or energy ranges. Far from a comprehen
review this is only a comparison of some of the more r
evant data.

One sees, as mentioned before, that the values ofLB have
proven to be fairly constant for each material in experime
covering wide energy ranges. There apparently are no pr
data beyond 67 MeV. However, if one assumes thatLB will
remain approximately constant up to 1 GeV then, using
results, one can estimate the electron yield for SS at
energy. The value of the electronic stopping power (dE/dx)e
is calculated@19# to be 1.6131023 MeV cm2/mg. Then as-
suming that the value ofLB remains constant at 10.
mg/~MeV cm2!, we get an estimate of 0.016 electrons p
1-GeV proton for the yield at normal incidence on a 3
stainless-steel surface.

FIG. 3. Doubly logarithmic plot of the flat plate yields listed
Table IV, vs cos(u). The straight lines are results of least-square
of the data between 0° and 89° to the functional form given in
~2! with the resulting parameters listed in Table V.
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Our oxygen and gold beam results are in line with t
well-known fact @2# that for heavier and heavier ion
secondary-electron yields per unit linear energy trans
~LET! deviate increasingly from the proton values. In oth
words, as can be seen from Table V, 1.CB(O).CB(Au)
which means that the heavier ions are less efficient in c
verting into secondary electrons some of the energy dep
ited in the surface layer. More detailed comparisons w
other results are difficult since data are still rather sparse
particular for the higher beam energies, and the param
space is very large considering the possible combination
ion species, beam energies, and target materials.

Of the several possible explanations for the elect
‘‘deficit’’ for heavier ions, one of the most frequently men
tioned is based on the very thin escape zone and on the
that charge state equilibrium cannot be reached within
layer. This preequilibrium near-surface stopping power c
cept @9# cannot explain our heavy ion results, in particul
not the ones for gold. In this case the incoming charge s
of 311 is much higher than the ‘‘effective’’ charge sta
;191 deduced from the bulk stopping power data. So,
stopping power and consequently electron emission scal
the square of the charge, one should naively expect an

s
.

FIG. 4. Secondary-electron yields vs angle of incidence for
MeV protons striking a flat and a serrated stainless-steel surface~b!
An expanded view of the last 5°.
TABLE V. parameters resulting from least-square fitting of the data~see text!.

Ion beam gB(0°) f
LB

~mg/MeV cm2! CB

28-MeV protons 0.13560.003 1.1526 0.008 10.06 1.0
126-MeV oxygen 16.9660.30 0.9696 0.008 8.10 0.805
182-MeV gold 208.162.5 0.962 6 0.005 3.87 0.385
1-6
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hancement of;2.7 rather than the observed deficit (CB
50.38, Table V!. Clearly, at least for this ion-target comb
nation, other factors must be responsible for the deficit.

We finally turn to the results for the incidence angle d
pendence of the yield, the study of which was the main thr
of the present work. Very few relevant references were fou
and the one covering the widest angular range@16# shows
results ranging from 0° to only 85° obtained with vario
40-keV ions on a copper target. Another experiment@23#,
using 100-MeV Si ions on various metallic targets and
silicon, was limited to an angular range from 10° to 70°.

As seen most clearly from fig. 3, we find excellent agre
ment with the angular dependence described by Eq.~2! over
an angular range 89°.u.0° which, compared to previou
experiments@16,23#, extends to angles much closer to 90
To see if the deviations observed for angles starting at;89°
could be due to the multiple scattering or energy loss mec
nisms mentioned in Sec. I, we will first try to estimate the
effects atu589°:

FIG. 5. Secondary-electron yields vs angle of incidence for 1
MeV 81 oxygen ions striking a flat and a serrated stainless-s
surface.~b! An expanded view of the last 5°.
04290
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We must first calculate the length of that part of the t
jectory which is within the surface layer from which ele
trons may escape. The thickness of this layer was estim
to be roughly 30 Å for a carbon target@8#. Since it is the
electrons in the material that are responsible for stopping
escaping electrons, it is reasonable to reduce this es
depth from carbon to SS by the ratio of their electron den
ties. This ratio is roughly equal to 0.3, which leads to
escape depth for SS of about 9 Å. The corresponding p
length within the escape zone is thus 9 Å/cos(89°)5516 Å
'0.05mm. This path length is so small compared to ev
the smallest ion range~7.7 mm for the gold beam, see Tabl
III ! that changes in LET during ion penetration cannot
count for the observed effect. The calculated multiple sc
tering angles for 1mm ~see Table III! are also so small tha
angular changes of individual trajectories are unlikely to

FIG. 6. Secondary-electron yields vs angle of incidence for 1
MeV 311 gold ions striking a flat and a serrated stainless-st
surface.~b! An expanded view of the last 5°.

-
el
s on
TABLE VI. Comparison of some of the electron yield data for normal incidence of energetic proton
various materials.

Target material
Energy
~MeV!

LB5gB /(dE/dx)e

mg/~MeV cm2! References

C 0.02–7.5 5.0 Ref.@13#

Al2O3 15–67 9.460.6 Calculated from data in Ref.@14#

Au 5–18 2263 Calculated from data in Ref.@20#

Al 4–12 3.6 Calculated from data in Refs.@21#
and @22#Cu 7.3

Ag 13.1
Au 18.9
304 stainless steel 28 10.160.3 Present work
1-7
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count for an appreciable part of this effect in the vicinity
89°.

We turn now to the maximum in the yield curve which w
observed for the gold data around 89.9°@see Fig. 6~b!#.
Svensson, Holme´n, and Bure´n @16# using 40-keV protons,
had observed maxima in their yield vs angle curves at an
between 78° and 82° for the various target materials. T
suggest that these maxima could be correlated with
angles at which sputter yield maxima occur. Repeating
calculation of these maximum sputter yield angles for
ions used in the present experiments we should expect m
mum secondary-electron yields at 88.5° for the gold beam
88.9° for the oxygen beam, and at 89.0° for the protons.
clear from Table IV and Figs. 4–6 that in our data the on
maximum observed is at;89.9 for the gold beam, and tha
there are no maxima at least up to 89.92° for oxygen
89.96° for protons. Either the suggested correlation, for so
reason, stops working at the higher energies, or the ef
observed by Svensson, Holme´n, and Bure´n was due to other
physical or instrumental effects.

We will now see if the maximum we observed at 89.9° f
the gold beam could be due to multiple scattering. Fo
particle incident at 89.9° the path length within the;9-Å-
deep surface layer which corresponds to the electron es
zone is 9 Å/cos(89.9°)50.52mm if multiple scattering can
be neglected. If multiple scattering is not negligible, th
some of the ions will be driven faster into the bulk of th
material, some will be driven out and ‘‘reflected,’’ and a ve
small number may stay longer within the escape zone.
overall effect will be a reduction of the electron yield. T
evaluate the possible effects of multiple scattering on
electron yields around 89.9° we calculate for each of the
beams the mean-square scattering angle after the first
of the escape zone is penetrated, i.e., after 0.26mm ~see
Table VII!.

Without attempting a detailed quantitative argument
see that only for the gold beam is the multiple scattering v
significant at this angle. For oxygen the ions must tra
through half the escape zone before the mean-square a
becomes comparable to 90°2u and therefore the effect wil
be small, and it will be even smaller for protons. We the
fore conclude that multiple scattering may be a plausi
explanation for having observed a maximum only for t
gold beam, even though we, of course, realize that th
arguments get more complicated if surface topography
considered.

It should finally be mentioned that a number of rece
publications~see, e.g., Refs.@24#, @25#! present predictions
and results for grazing collisions but only low-energy~,1

TABLE VII. Calculated mean-square projected scatteri
angles@19# of the three ions used in the experiment after penet
ing half of the electron escape depth at 89.9° incidence.

Ion beam Scattering angle

28-MeV protons 0.047°
126-MeV oxygen 0.086°
182-MeV gold 0.556°
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MeV! experimental data were available and total elect
yields are not always addressed. Hopefully our results w
stimulate calculations for higher energies, which may th
serve to obtain better extrapolations to, e.g., 1 GeV proto

V. DISCUSSION OF THE SERRATED-PLATE DATA
AND PROSPECTS FOR HIGHER ENERGIES

The idea of reducing grazing incidence secondary e
tron yields by replacing flat electrodes by serrated surface
based on the following facts.

~a! For the accelerator applications of interest, most of
ions causing the secondary electrons~e.g., halo particles!, far
from being istropically distributed in space, are inste
highly collimated within a small solid angle centered on t
main beam direction.

~b! Most of the surface area defining the individual tee
of such a serrated plate is inclined with respect to the inco
ing ion trajectories by large angles~645° for our experi-
ment!.

~c! The backward secondary electron yield at the imp
point with such an inclined surface is much smaller than
grazing incidence with a flat plate. But of course electro
will also be generated at the exit points for ions penetrat
the teeth and at subsequent impact points, etc.

To see to what extent our data confirm such yield red
tions we compare in Table VIII grazing incidence on bo
types of surfaces with 45° flat-plate results. For grazing
cidence we selected 89.6° from Table IV, which is the la
est angle for which we have useful serrated-plate data.
45° yields shown in Table VIII were obtained by linear in
terpolation between the 40° and 50° values in Table IV.

We see that, at 89.6°, the serrated-plate yields are ind
much smaller than the flat-plate yields, but not as small~es-
pecially for protons! than the flat-plate yields at 45°. It i
easy ~neglecting multiple scattering! to calculate from the
ranges listed in Table III, and from the geometry indicated
Fig. 7~a! with s52 h512.7 mm, that 28-MeV protons inci
dent at an angleu589.6° will traverse three or four teet
before stopping. This would correspond to seven or nine
versals of solid-vacuum boundaries. Considering that e
yields are generally somewhat larger than entrance yie
~Meckbach factors of;1.3 are common!, and the fact that
LET values increase as the protons slow down, it is not s
prising to find the serrated-plate yield;10 times larger than
the flat-plate yield at 45°. In fact, an even larger yield wou
be expected if it were not for multiple scattering causi

t-
TABLE VIII. Comparison of near grazing incidence secondar

electron yields for the flat and serrated plates with 45° incide
yields on the flat plate.

Ion beam
Flat-plate

yield at 89.6°
Serrated-plate
yield at 89.6°

Flat-plate
yield at 45°

28-MeV protons 32.4 2.17 0.21
126-MeV oxygen 2696 50.6 24.7
182-MeV gold 19114 392 300
1-8
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SECONDARY-ELECTRON YIELDS AND THEIR . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A 61 042901
considerable deflection after a few 100mm of penetration
~see Table III!. No attempt was made at performing a Mon
Carlo-type calculation to take this effect into account.
nally, it should be mentioned that the surface polish of
serrations is not quite as good as for the flat plate, and
fact will also affect the comparison.

Similar considerations applied to the oxygen and g
beams show that at 89.6° only a fraction of these io
~;29% for oxygen and;5% for gold! will manage to
traverse a single tooth~three interface traversals! while the
rest are stopped after penetrating the first surface. Also,
geometry that would need to be considered is no longe
simple as indicated in Fig. 7~a! because now the ranges a
comparable to the radius of curvature characteristic of
upper edges of the serration teeth. Thus, grazing~high yield!
collisions close to these edges become more significan
view of these considerations, and without attempting deta
estimates, it seems that the values shown in Table VIII
also very reasonable for the oxygen and gold beams.

Finally we will attempt to provide estimates of serrat
surface electron yields for the case of 1-GeV protons, to
if this is a promising approach for the SNS collimator des
@26#. From what we have learned, it should indeed be ea
to perform valid calculations at this energy since multip
scattering and energy loss will be less important, and ca
first be neglected. For simplicity we will also assume
1/cos(u) angular yield dependence, which for the pres
purpose is close enough to behavior observed at lower e
gies ~see Table V!.

We performed calculations for the three serration-te
geometries illustrated in Figs. 7~a!, 7~b!, and 7~c! to evaluate
possible effects of different shapes on secondary emis
performance. Considering first the case illustrated in F
7~a!, and calling6a the inclination of the serration surface
s the distance between teeth,h the depth of the teeth, andd
the longitudinal distance for a particle coming in at an in
dent angleu to penetrate through a depthh, we can write

d5h tan~u!, ~5!

FIG. 7. Schematic cross sections of serrated-plate surfaces
as examples for yield estimates~see text!. ~a! s52h512.7 mm cor-
responds to the serrated plate used in the present experiments
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s5
2h

tan~a!
. ~6!

Calling N the number of teeth traversed, we get

N5
d

s
5

tan~a!tan~u!

2
, ~7!

which for largeN is also approximately equal to the numb
of incoming and the number of outgoing surface traversals
the particle before it gets buried in the bulk of the electro
Calling gTB andgTF the total backward and forward~incom-
ing and outgoing! electron yields for theN transitions, we get
with the above-mentioned assumptions:

gTB5N
g0

cos~u2a!
, ~8!

gTF52N
Mg0

cos~u1a!
, ~9!

whereg0 is the normal incidence backward yield, andM is
the Meckbach factor, i.e., the enhancement of forward
backward yield.

From Eqs. ~7!, ~8! and ~9! we get the totalgT5gTB
1gTF :

gT5g0

tan~a!tan~u!

2 S 1

cos~u2a!
2

M

cos~u1a! D . ~10!

For angles close to grazing incidence, i.e.,u→90° we get

gT→g0

tan~a!

2 cos~u!

11M

sin~a!
,

gT'g0

11M

2 cos~a!cos~u!
. ~11!

Comparing to the yieldgflat from a flat plate at the sam
incident angle we get

gT

gflat
5

11M

2 cos~a!
. ~12!

SinceM.1 ~typically 1.3 or 1.5! and cos(a),1 we see that
this ratio is always larger than 1 and therefore we would
more secondary electrons from the serrated plate. Note
this result is independent of the absolute yield for norm
incidence and depends only on the 1/cos(u) assumption for
the angular dependence and on the approximations of n
gible change in (dE/dx)e and negligible scattering while
penetrating the serration depth.

The same approach was followed for the geometry sho
in Fig. 7~b! where the entrance face of the serration teeth
perpendicular to the overall electrode surface. In this case
get

ed
1-9
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gT

gflat
5tan~a!1

M

cos~a!
. ~13!

We see that for small values ofa the limit of this expression
is M, which is larger than 1. Again, there is no advantage
using a serrated plate. By inverting the teeth@see Fig. 7~c!#
we get

gT

gflat
5M tan~a!1

1

cos~a!
. ~14!

This is better, since now the same yield as obtained fro
flat plate can be approached for small anglesa. In a practical
application the smallest allowablea is determined by the
angular distribution of the incident particles since an ab
dance of grazing collision on the inclined teeth surfac
would defeat the purpose of a serrated surface. For, e.ga
510° andM51.5 we getgT /gflat51.28. The serrated-plat
performance is still slightly worse when compared to the
plate as also indicated by the dotted lines in Fig. 8.

What will change this situation is multiple scattering. T
increasing amount of serrated-plate teeth material trave
as 90° incidence angles are approached is orders of ma
tude larger than the thin escape zone material traversed in
flat plate for the same angles. So multiple scattering w
interrupt the yield increase for the serrated plate much soo
than for the flat plate. To estimate at what incidence an
this will happen we select as example serrations such as
ones depicted in Fig. 7~c! with h55 mm anda510°, and
we calculate the mean-square scattering angle after a
tanced/2, when half the teeth have been penetrated. For
exampleTRIM calculations@19# for 1-GeV protons in 304 SS
indicate that this scattering angle becomes equal to the a
90°2u between the surface and the incoming traject
whenu589.3°. Thus, beyond;89.3° we can expect that th
straight line increase indicated by the dotted lines in Fig
will not continue. For this angle,d/2'20 cm and the equiva
lent thickness of SS traversed at thed/2 point is;5 cm with
an energy loss of 65 MeV. The range of 1-GeV protons
stainless steel is;57 cm. Preliminary results from Mont
Carlo-type calculations@27# tend to confirm these estimate

We conclude that replacing smooth by serrated electro
can be effective in reducing the secondary-electron emiss
In the case of our application of collimators for 1-GeV pr
tons, the tradeoff will be a slight increase in the penumbra
partially degraded protons. The design of the surface and
degree of the achievable electron reduction will depend
the angular distribution of the incident protons. For examp
if the protons are restricted to an;1° angular range betwee
89° and 90° then the 5-mm serrations described above sh
be quite effective. For wider incident distributions or f
even better electron suppression deeper serrations ma
required. Compared to similar electron reduction schem
@28#, where the multiple scattering and collimating functio
are separated, the present solution is probably more effec
and it does encroach less on the useful collimator apertu
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

Angular accuracy unprecedented for this type of measu
ments, as well as a much longer target, and an effec
system for compensating for lost beam at grazing ang
allowed electron yield measurements for incidence ang
much closer to 90° than hitherto possible. Near 1/cos(u) be-
havior was observed between 0° and 89° and the deviat
from this behavior were accurately determined as well as
normal incidence yields. For 28-MeV protons the electr
yield is closely approximated by 0.135/cos(u)1.152 for 0°
,u,89.5°.

Rather large grazing incidence yields of up to;33 000
electrons per ion were measured for the 1-MeV/amu g
beam, as expected from previous observations at accele
related systems@6#. These data are thus directly relevant f
practical applications. Together with the proton and oxyg
data they should also be useful in extending and verify
existing or new theoretical descriptions, thus enhancing
understanding of the underlying phenomena and allow
more reliable predictions and extrapolations which are
portant for future accelerator applications.

Based on the present proton data, a preliminary estim
was obtained of 0.016 electrons per 1-GeV proton for
yield at normal incidence on stainless steel. This result is
interest for the collimators being designed for the SNS fa
ity. Using appropriately designed serrated surfaces in th
collimators may solve the problem if the;1/cos(u) angular

FIG. 8. Estimated electron yields for 1-GeV protons incident
smooth ~solid lines! and serrated~dotted lines! SS surfaces. The
curved line represents the present data scaled from 28 MeV
GeV by the ratio of the respective stopping powers. The stra
solid line shows a cos21(u) angular dependence. The dotted lin
correspond to a serrated plate such as depicted in Fig. 7~c! with a
tooth heighth55 mm anda510° ~see text!. The upper and lower
dotted lines were obtained assuming cos21.152(u) and cos21(u) an-
gular dependencies, respectively. The left termination of these
ted lines indicates the incidence angle at which the calculated@19#
mean-square multiple scattering angle will be equal to 90°2u after
only half the involved teeth have been penetrated. The actual y
at this angle will already be reduced compared to what is sho
and beyond this angle strong multiple scattering effects will lim
any further yield increase.
1-10
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dependence leads to excessive electron production for g
ing collisions of halo particles.

The present experiments can of course be extended
other materials, and coatings that have been sugge
@29,30# for the reduction of electron produced seconda
electrons will be investigated. Also further improvements a
possible in angular accuracy and in the small angle limit f
these measurements. It would be of particular interest to fi
maxima for the oxygen and proton data and to compare th
positions with the maximum found here for the gold beam
;89.9°. A more precise goniometer would be required
move the plate assembly, and the surface of the target wo
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need to be machined or ground and polished to even hig
accuracy.
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